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Conversational capabilities with a talker, it can listen 
what he says, understand the message and give a 
relevant answer
Face recognition and emotion capacity
Antropomorphic tridimensional figure with realistic 
corporal movements
Customizable personality with emotion expresions
Conecivity to any information system of the organization 
for giving precise responses to user needs.

FEATURES

DESCRIPTION

Interactive kiosk
Apps for mobile devices
Online in webpages

CHANNELS

Nati is a digital assistant, designed to respond to massive 
customers of a organization, with friendly manners. Nati is 
adaptable to every brand requirement, not only the 
appearance, but also it’s personality, the speech and the 
channel of service. Nati is composed of two main 
components, the Software itself and an interactive kiosk in 
which it runs, to grab attention in public environments.

Nati is a Software which integrates Natural 
language processing (NLP), 3D animation, 
artificial intelligence divided in backend developed 
with an architecture based in microservices, and a 
frontend developed in a ghaphic engine allowing 
character and scenario rendering.
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The interactive kiosk has ideal features for every user,
facilitating its use and reducing the contact, creating a
powerful solution for customer service. By being
self-supporting and customizable, it shows flexibility to
position any brand in any space, while offering a
comfortable maintenance to the interior.

PC -  solid state drive Ryzen 5
Wifi or LAN conectivity
Thermal printer
Proximity sensor
Barcode scanner
Full HD 1080 camera
Stereo mic with noise suppression
LED lights on the frontal contour

AVAILABLE COMPONENTS

Durable steel enclosure
High quality powder coat surface finish
Security locks
Back access

CONSTRUCTION

Black, grey, metallic grey
Custom PANTONE matching available

POWDER COAT OPTIONS



Innovati promises a high level of quality and mastery in our processes of conceptualization to the 
manufacturing, taking into account the quality, cost and timelines.

Height:  145 cm
Width:  63 cm
Depth:  43 cm
Base plate:  63 cm x 43 cm

DIMENTIONS

info@innovati.com.co        +57 419 3385
pablo@innovati.com.co     +57 315 5121787

For more information please contact 

32 inches
Full HD 1920 x 1080P resolution | 9:16 
Anti-glare tempered glass protection
Touch up to 10 simultaneous touches
IR infrared

SCREEN

110 volts, 50/60Hz
Internal strip with surge protection
International power conversion available

POWER
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